
Frédéric Chopin:  Scherzo in B flat minor, Op. 31 

The scherzi of Chopin have little of the tripping, skipping, good-humoured jesting of the 
genre created by Beethoven, and only the last of them, the Scherzo in E major, Op. 54, 
displays any of the mischievous scamper and effervescent buoyancy of the models 
offered by Chopin’s contemporary, Mendelssohn. Rather, these are big-boned works, 
projecting pianistic power and lyrical intensity with a directness and confidence very 
much at odds with the popular image of Chopin as the delicate performer of perfumed 
salon pieces. 

What links them, perhaps, to their forebears is not only a broadly conceived ternary (A-
B-A) form, but also a certain mercurial volatility of mood and a desire to entertain wildly 
contrasting emotions not just between sections, but within them. 

The Scherzo in B flat minor, composed in 1837, is a perfect example. It opens with a 
dramatic exchange between a whimpering triplet figure and an explosive salvo of raw 
piano resonance, only to be followed by an ecstatic exclamation arriving from the 
extreme ends of the keyboard, which then in turn morphs into a yearning, long-lined 
lyrical melody singing out over a sonorously rippling accompaniment in the left hand. 

The middle section begins in a mood of quiet elegy, but gradually is persuaded to 
emerge from its introspection into a lilting three-step waltz, accompanied at every turn 
by an attentive little duplet-triplet figure in the alto. It is this coy little waltz tune that will 
build up in urgency and sonority sufficient to motivate the return of the dramatic musical 
gestures that opened the work. A coda pulls and tears at this material to lead it to a 
triumphant conclusion in D flat major, the key to which it had always been drawn 
throughout its course. 
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